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INTRODUCTION
Let me preface this Lighting Guide by saying that I am no electrician or lighting designer…even with a theater 
background. This is all from trial and error and years of advice from other really great Halloween folk who can 
light up a room with the best of them. 

SinceSince I am not an electrician, there is no cutting wires, wiring things together, or soldering. Maybe in the next 
guide! These tips are great for any Halloween lover from beginner to advanced looking to enhance their thriving 
Halloween display from a single room to the entire estate. 

Prepare to invest some of your budget into nice lighting that won’t let you down. Remember you get what you 
pay for and this couldn’t be more true than when it comes to shoddy lighting. 

LIGHTING SIDEKICKS
OneOne last thing before we dive in. Lighting sidekicks. The following list of items will not only come in handy, but 
help you avoid headaches. 

Surge protectors: No brainer. Multiple plugs and protection against power surges. Stock up! 

Extension Cords: From light duty to heat duty. These are a necessity for getting your light source 10 feet or 
more from the outlet. 

Gaffer’s tape: This tape is a MUST! I cannot tell you how much this will come in 
handy. This matte black tape with rough texture is perfect from wrapping wires to 
securing wires to the floor preventing a trip hazard among other uses. securing wires to the floor preventing a trip hazard among other uses. 

Hanging Pendant Lights: Lots of opportunities for these. See a picture of them 
below under Edison Light Bulbs. Not a necessity, but so many creative uses for 
these especially in a really flexible space. 

Cord Covers: Great for hiding wires. Paint them the color of your wall and get great 
camouflage. They’re cheap and you can cut them down to size. 

3 prong to 2 prong attachment: 3 prong to 2 prong attachment: I have an older house and some of my outlets don't have 3 holes. These at-
tachments help solve the problem and are safe! 

Cable Staple: These little guys will come in handy multiple places and another alternative to cord covers. 
Hammer them in to a wall or surface will little to no effect on the wall. They leave the same size 
hole that thumb tack does. Definitely helpful for keeping wires and cords out of the way. 
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LIGHTING SIDEKICKS (continued)

Zip Ties: When are these things not handy for any Halloween display. Wrap cords up, tie cords to a pipe, and so 
on.  

Plug in Dimmer: These are a novelty and can help with lighting that doesn’t already have a fade, or dimmer al-
ready on it. While these can be sometimes tricky, they do help provide a nice atmosphere. I generally find myself 
only using this for Edison bulbs as most of my other lighting already has some fade or dimmer control.
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LED PAR LIGHTS
TheseThese are my go to lights. Many of you have asked what lights I use 
to fill the rooms with color. THESE. I love these. These are a little of 
an investment at $35 each, but they are cheaper than stage lights 
and essentially do the same job. I recommend buy one each month 
and by Halloween you have at least 10-12 of these which can really 
make a huge difference. I love these because they work by remote, 
you can hook them up to a DMX lighting controller, you can lower 
thethe brightness and you can create your own color using an RGB 
number code. They do have a metal attachment where you can 
hang the light from a beam or pipe but they are a little flimsy unless 
you drill the attachment into the surface. One downside is they are 
not waterproof and the fan inside the light can be a little loud. All in 
all, I adore these lights! 

 

LED LIGHT BARS
These light bars are really a fantastic addition to lighting. They are generally 
skinny and don’t take up much room. The lighting coverage is huge and most 
of them are LED. I can’t recommend these enough. Also a small investment 
depending on the size but it will be worth it. They even make 
them for backlights and they are WAY more useful 
than the old school blacklight tubes. than the old school blacklight tubes. 
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OUTDOOR LED RGB FLOOD LIGHTS
Think of these like before mentioned par lights but perfect for outside weather 
conditions. They are a little cheaper too and can even be purchased in multi-
ple packs. You can even use them inside. Powered by heavy duty cords, and 
TONS of light coverage, these lights can change multiple colors using a small 
remote and can the brightness can be brought down. 

COLOR CHANGING LIGHTBULB
ThinkThink of these as par lights that you can screw into a light socket. These can 
vary in price. Why Philips Hue is the best on the market, there are cheaper op-
tions that again will do the trick and many of them work with your Alexa or 
Google Home devices. Or many work with an app on your phone. They have 
a full spectrum of color and coverage. They also have the ability to change the 
saturation and brightness. This is game changing because you can really 
create a mood! 

COLOR CHANGING TRACK LIGHT
Basically see above, but if you have track lighting that has those weird bulbs, 
use these! You’re welcome. 
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EDISON BULBS
Nothing says vintage and sometimes creepy like the glow coming from an Edison 
bulb. The multiple bulb shape designs, the inner workings, and versatility of these 
lights. I use these a lot with the hanging pendant sockets and usually put them on a 
dimmer to create a more spooky effect. 

 

MARQUEE LETTERS
IfIf you have seen pictures of my Boos & Booze sign or Funhouse sign then these lights 
will look awfully familiar. Marquee lights are especially perfect for any carnival themed 
Halloween event, but honestly work for ANY Halloween shindig. They are light in 
weight, can be spray painted easily and the lights are LED which means they will last 
a long time. I suggest buying these one at a time over a period of time as they can add 
up quickly. 
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FLAMELESS CANDLES
TheseThese are naturally a great addition not only for lighting but overall ambiance of a Hal-
loween display or party. I strongly encourage go thrift shopping for these. Big box 
stores sell them in groups but I am telling you, most if not all thrift stores carry these in 
their candle section. They are much cheaper and you can accrue them much faster 
than buying regular priced sets. Prepare to buy a lot of batteries. I also dripped red 
candle wax over all of mine for a more haunted and gory effect.  

 
FLICKER BULBS
ThereThere are two varieties that I associate with these. The 
nostalgic flickering light bulb and the newer more de-
tailed flickering bulb. The nostalgic bulb offers more of 
that fun subtle orange glow and flicker. The light cov-
erage is almost non existent but these are really more 
for looks. My suggestion is to buy the bulbs in bulk on 
Amazon and buy a separate light socket cord. You’ll 
spendspend way less than buying a whole set through some 
other company. 

The newer LED flameless flickering light bulb offers 
more light coverage and often a more detailed flicker 
that really stands out above the rest. They really stand 
out when pairing with the par lights because you get a 
natural contrast between the two lights. It’s quite satis-
fying for any Halloween soul

 

RECHARGEABLE FLICKER BULBS
Rechargeable flicker bulbs are one of the greatest inventions for a Halloween lighting effect. I enjoy these 
due to the almost perfect flickering flame and the fact they can be recharged with a USB cord and last for 
hours when not charging. These come in handy for lanterns especially. 
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VASE LIGHTS
Tiny and powerful. The effect is stellar and they really highlight 
some of the smaller pieces I have. I usually like to use these for 
apothecary bottles or with a laboratory setup. They are super cheap 
and battery operated for easy placement and an overall dynamite 
glow. 

 

PUCK LIGHTS
TheThe uses for these lights are MADE for Halloween. Use them in 
jack-o-lanterns for perfect pumpkin glow. Use them in other instanc-
es where you don’t have a place to run power but have an extra 
lighting source. Maybe in a goose neck light or some place where 
they can’t see the bulb. Many of these are controlled by an app and 
again have all the colors you want for colorful display. 

 

LED LIGHT STRIPS
AnotherAnother great lighting source to put in smaller, tighter areas around 
your display. Many of them are battery operated or run off USB bat-
teries. They change colors to match your style and an added advan-
tage is you can cut them down with scissors to shorten the amount 
of lighting you need. They come with an adhesive backing for easy 
install. I keep LED strips behind my TV, inside trunks or boxes, and 
inside or under cabinets that need a little lighting.

CLAMP LIGHTS
HearHear me out. These may seem blah and outdated, but damn if they 
don’t help set a mood and control some lighting coverage. We’ve all 
seen them in pet shops and used them at home. They have their 
really useful purposes. In fact I used them as old looking carnival 
lights once. A suggestion to make them less noticeable is to buy a 
can of high heat spray paint and spray paint the aluminum part. 
Don’t worry, it doesn’t effect the light coverage but instead really 
helpshelps control extra unwanted glare. They make great small spot-
lights and good for extra uplighting. Grab a few. They are cheap and 
you’ll be surprised with where your imagination can go with them. 

 


